NDT Solutions – NDE Level 3
www.ndts.com/careers
Located in Long Beach CA, and New Richmond, WI
Full-Time Position
Contact: Michelle Culbertson
Email: Careers@ndts.com

NDT Solutions, LLC (NDTS), is seeking a new member for our team to serve as an NDE Level 3 Specialist with
certifications in Ultrasonic and Radiography. Office locations in Wisconsin and California, we are a United
States company and requires US citizenship. NDTS is a company that prides itself on providing NDI support
and engineering solutions to customers across the globe.
This role is for a hands-on person with attention to detail and excellent people skills. It is a full-time position
located in either New Richmond, WI or Signal Hill, CA initially and will require travel to our customers across
the US and possibly internationally.
It includes development and qualification of NDT techniques and procedures in support of manufacturing
process development, engineering evaluations, failure analysis, testing and manufacturing of various
aerospace hardware components.
You must be able to interpret industrial and customer NDT documentation for implementation and inclusion
into a technical solution, procedures, techniques, and work instructions. Including performance of
nondestructive evaluations on aerospace hardware in support of various NDTS projects.
We are looking for a strong collaborator on projects to enhance NDE technologies, including research, and
equipment procurement.
Skills:
High school diploma or equivalent required and College Degree preferred.
Must have strong writing skills and working knowledge of Microsoft office.
Minimum 10 years of experience in a manufacturing environment.
Immediate certification to Level 3 by NAS 410 standards with a
Minimum of 10 of years of experience in Ultrasonics, Computed Radiography, and Digital and Film
Radiography.
Aptitude to provide direction and instruction to Level 2 personnel.
Strict adherence to detail and guidance defined by work instruction.
Able to take initiative to work independently and as part of a team.
Demonstrated experience supporting new hardware development and new program startup operations.
Proficient in interpretation of industrial and customer NDT specification and standards.
Capable of performing nondestructive evaluations on aerospace in support of various NDTS and customer
projects.
Ability to represent NDTS and its clients in customer NDE as well as Nadcap audits.
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